‘DOMESTIC FOREIGNERS’: THE PROCESSES OF ACCULTURATION AND ENCULTURATION IN SERBIA IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE 19TH CENTURY

Abstract: The paper analyzes the processes of acculturation and enculturation in the Principality of Serbia through the prism of the appearance of so-called domestic foreigners – individuals and groups that in legal terms should have been seen as the domestic population but were treated as foreigners in local communities. Although they were native to the same state (Jews, Muslims and Christians, settlers from the Ottoman Empire, resettled Serbs and members of other nations in the Habsburg Empire who had taken the citizenship of the Principality of Serbia), large parts of the local population were not accepted as parts of the community and were instead treated as foreigners. The reason could be their different patterns of life and work; religious differences; or their membership in a guild. Only those who had learned their trade or were members of the local guild were fully integrated and considered domicile, regardless of their nationality. Some newcomers were not willing to adopt the cultural patterns of the new milieu, particularly Muslims/Turks, Jews and Gypsies, as well as well-educated Serbian newcomers and natives educated in the West. The intensity of enculturation processes among Serbs and other Christians dropped in the second half of the 19th century, due to the integration of the society through the rise of the national concept.
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The building of the national state in the Principality of Serbia rested, among other things, on the principle of the transmigration of the Muslim population (as the non-Christian masters who had ruled the region for centuries), the settlement of Christians, and the ‘soft’ assimilation of the non-Serbian, mostly Orthodox population.\(^1\) These processes were protracted and gradual, and the assimilation processes were low-intensity, although they occasionally varied in strength, and included the ongoing processes of acculturation and enculturation of individuals and groups.\(^2\) In terms of the legal status of Serbia as an autonomous part of the Ottoman Empire, imperial subjects were not foreigners in Serbia.\(^3\) In line with this, in the first half of

\(^1\) ‘Soft assimilation’ can be described as ‘banal’ or ‘cold nationalism’, which replicates the population’s national feelings through daily, almost imperceptible reminders of their national identity and gradually transforms the forms of everyday thinking and ideological consciousness, thereby transforming an ethnic group into a nation/national group (Majkl Bilig, Banalni nacionalizam, tr. Veselin Kostić, Biblioteka XX vek, vol. 175, Beograd 2009, 28–29. See also: Marija Todorova, Imaginarni Balkan, tr. D. Starčević, A. Bajazetov-Vučen, Biblioteka XX vek, vol. 103, Beograd 1999, 302–303; Душан Ј. Поповић, О Цинцарима, прилози питању постанка наше чаршије, Београд s. a, 127, 129, 131).

\(^2\) Acculturation denotes a process in which individuals or groups adopt the cultural features, beliefs and patterns of behavior of another community, either due to cultural contacts between two or more communities or due to settlement in a new cultural and social milieu. Modern literature defines acculturation as part of intercultural communication. The meaning of the term enculturation has not been standardized in modern scholarship. In this paper enculturation refers to the process of preserving the cultural patterns, values and patterns of behavior of the individual’s original milieu, including their unwillingness to adopt the cultural models of the host country (See, for example: Ана Јуричић, Николина Врцељ, Значај интеркултурне комуникације за ефикасно управљање различитостима, Комуникације, медији, култура, Годишњак Факултета за културу и медије Мегатренд универзитета у Београду (2012) 127, 131–132; http://www.enciklopedija.hr/natuknica.aspx?id=1249, 17 May 2018).

\(^3\) It was Otto Dubislav von Pirch noted the peculiar status of an individual in Serbia that stemmed from its international state status and the characteristics of the political organization of the Ottoman Empire, and these idiosyncrasies also included the citizenship matter: ‘At the first glance, Serbia seems like a state within a state. Would it be a sophism to ask of European Turkey could be described as a state in the European
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the 19th century they were not required to officially take the citizenship of the Principality of Serbia. They were also excluded from stipulations that forbade foreign citizens from owning immovable property, as evidenced by an 1852 regulation that required foreign subjects who lived or owned property in Serbia to sell their real estates; if they failed to do so, their property would be sold to the highest bidder.4

All newcomers to Serbia were asked to provide a permit for settlement from the domicile state (a passport or ‘writ of release’). Settlement without this permit (defection) was tolerated, especially in the case of the rural population. However, there were occasional campaigns to verify the legality of settlement. Foreign subjects who had come from other European states rather than the Ottoman Empire were then asked to provide proof of having the necessary permits for emigration and to renounce their old citizenship in favor of Serbian citizenship. The newly settled ethnic Serbs were not exempt from this requirement.5 Settlers from the Ottoman Empire had to have a document called ‘teskera’ (Tur. tezkere), which could be a tax receipt, identification card or a travel document. The fact that Serbian authorities did not seem interested in the kind of document a settler had shows that this was not a point of concern

sense of the word? Is it a community that strives to work for collective and individual good and can the military authority governing a province be described as administration?’ Pirch goes on to conclude: ‘The great difficulty of this position must not be disregarded’ (Ото Дубислав Пирх, Путовање по Србији у години 1829, Просвета, Библиотека Баштина, vol. 1, Београд 1983, 180).

4 The regulation stipulated that foreign subjects were to be informed via the ‘relevant consulate’ of their obligation to sell their immovable property. At this time the Ottoman Empire did not have a consulate in Serbia (Бранко Перуничић, Управа вароши Београда 1812–1912, Београд 1970, 250–253). See also: Сборник закона и уредба и уредбени указа издани у Кнежевству Срби и (=Зборник закона) VI, Београд 1853, 139–142; Радош Љушић, Историја српске државности, vol. II, Србија и Црна Гора – нововековне српске државе, Нови Сад 2001, 100; Ђорђе Н. Лопичић, Конзуларни односи Србије (1804–1918), Београд 2007, 65–66, 141; Љубомир Дурковић-Јакшић, Аустрија и питање јуријдикције над римокатолицима у Кнежевини Срби и, 1851–1860, Историјски гласник 2 (1956) 44–56; Тихомир Т. Ђорђевић, Архисцарска грађа за насеља у Срби и у време прве владе кнеза Милоша (1815–1839), Српски етнографски зборник, vol. XXXVII, прво одељење, Насеља и порекло становништва, vol. 22, Београд–Земун 1926, 4–5; Живети у Београду 1842–1850, документа Управе града Београда, vol. 2, ed. Мирслав Јовановић et al., Београд 2004, 86.

5 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архисцарска грађа за насеља у Срби и, 20, 22, 41–44; Б. Перуничић, Управа вароши Београда, 252; Petar V. Krestić, Political and Social Rivalries in Nineteenth-century Serbia: Śvabe or Nemačkari, Balcanica XLI (2010) 73–92.
for them and suggests that they were treated differently from newcomers from other European states.\(^6\)

However, Ottoman subjects – Muslims and Christians alike – were sometimes seen as foreigners in Serbia, including ‘domestic Turks’, i.e. those who lived in the Principality of Serbia. In some cases, even the subjects of the Principality of Serbia were considered foreigners, most of all Jews. Serbs who had settled in the Principality of Serbia from the Habsburg Monarchy were also sometimes seen as foreigners, even after they had taken Serbian citizenship.

The ways in which a community sees settlers or members of another community belong to the field of social perception and essentially come down to how those on the ‘inside’ see those on the ‘outside’. Subtle differences in the perception of newcomers and even some members of the indigenous population mostly arose from observing the relations between individuals and groups, their patterns of behavior, style of dressing, diet, accommodation and general way of life, as well as on their legal status and self-perception.\(^7\) Information about the criteria needed for someone to be considered a foreigner or stranger is rarely encountered in historical evidence and mostly pertains to urban environments, where literacy was more widespread, social groups more differentiated, and rules of behavior, dressing and interrelations between individual and group more clearly defined already in the beginning of the autonomous development of the Principality of Serbia. Hence this paper will attempt to analyze ‘domestic foreigners’ in the Principality of Serbia through the processes of acculturation and enculturation among the urban population. These processes were relevant for natives and even more so for newcomers. One of the criteria for assessing the membership of the ‘other’ was citizenship (so-called ‘podanstvo’, which loosely translates to the state of being a subject).\(^8\) Based on the contemporaneous notion


\(^7\) Peter Burke, The historical anthropology of early modern Italy, Essays on perception and communication, New York 1987, 27; M. Todorova, Imaginarni Balkan, 270.

that the subjects of the same state can be strangers, this paper will refer to them as ‘domestic foreigners’.

* 

Until the creation of the autonomous Principality of Serbia, the majority of the Muslim population lived in urban settlements. From then on, with the exception of a few villages in the Drina valley, it lived exclusively in cities. This population had a clearly defined way of life, behavior, dressing and interacting with the subjugated population and members of other religious. This formed the foundation of the Muslims’ dominant cultural model. ‘Turkish’ cultural models had been adopted by the urban Christian population, although there were many other factors that shaped their culture. The viewpoint from which the Serbian community assessed the status of the ‘Turkish’ community experienced shifts during the 19th century, largely due to the changing economic and political position of both communities, and the influence of ‘Turkish’ cultural models on the majority population changed with it.

Although there very few Christians and Serbs lived in urban settlements in the early 19th century, they lived, worked and dressed differently from the majority of their own people: ‘Оно мало варошана и грађана сједе међу Турцима, друкчие се од народа носе и живе, и с њим се не мијешају ни у какијем народнијем пословима; за то се међу народ готово и не броје’ The situation in Serbia was the same: ‘У Србији је до нашега времена било као што рекох да је у Босни и у Херцеговини’, wrote Vuk Karadžić in 1836. Due to these differences in their respective ways of life, the members of the same people almost saw the Serbian urban population as foreigners – members of another people.

This example clearly shows that Serbs and other Christians in urban settlements strove to conform their way of life to that of the dominant Muslim community; in other words, they adopted Muslim cultural models. The creation of a guild system seems to have been the key factor that inspired the economically and culturally leading parts of the urban Christian population to conform to the Muslim culture after the Principality of Serbia received
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autonomy. After joining Turkish guilds craftsmen and merchants adopted the business practices and rituals of Ottoman entrepreneurs, a when they founded their own guilds and bazaars, they organized them in the same or similar fashion.\textsuperscript{11} Membership in a guild usually meant observing not only prescribed or established norms, but also other models of behavior in everyday life, such as regularly attending church services; modest, honorable and respectable life, etc. – in other words, membership in a guild was closely tied to other cultural models.\textsuperscript{12} According to Nenad Makuljević, another very important reason for accepting Ottoman cultural models in the first half of the 19\textsuperscript{th} century was emphasizing freedom ‘in plain view of their former masters and oppressors’ and emancipating themselves from the limiting laws for Christians in the Ottoman Empire.\textsuperscript{13} It was precisely these circumstances that could have led to the remarkable endurance of processes of adopting and replicating existing (Ottoman) cultural models despite the accelerated decline of the economic status and cultural influence of the Muslim community following the acquisition of autonomy.

However, in the general Serbian community (and not just the elite), the processes of ‘rejecting’ Muslims/Turks quickly intensified and began by the secession of Serbian guilds in 1828. After the Turkish cannonade on Belgrade from the city’s fortress and the Canluja Conference of 1862, the entire Muslim urban population left Serbia, and by 1867 the Ottoman army and administration also withdrew from Serbia.\textsuperscript{14} In the second half of the century, de-Ottomanization


\textsuperscript{12} When admitting an artisan who had not been trained in the local town guild, the candidate was required to provide a testimonial about his honorable behavior in his previous location: ‘Који би пак из друге вароши и из ког му драго другог места државе наше Сербије као прави отечества нашег поданик у вароши Београду болтаџијску трговину отворити и у наш еснаф ступити желио, а да није трговину болтаџијску у нашој вароши никако учио […] да дужан буде […] показати достоверно од своје надлежне судејске власти сведочанство каковог је он стања и владања донде био и да никаковом подозренију не подлежи’ (Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска грађа за занате и еснафе, 179).

\textsuperscript{13} Н. Макуљевић, Османско-српски Београд, 76.

\textsuperscript{14} Some Muslims, mostly Gypsies, took the citizenship of the Principality of Serbia and thereby left the body of so-called Turkish population. In 1868 Serbian Muslim subjects founded the Islamic Community in the Principality of Serbia and were granted all civil rights enjoyed by Orthodox citizens (Недељко Радосављевић, Ужице, град и нахија – окружеје у времену страха (1788–1862), Ужице 2013, 147, 151, 155–156).
became even more pronounced due to the spreading of the national idea as a cohesive force between the political elite and wider societal circles. These processes led to the negation of Ottoman heritage in Serbian culture.15

By the late 1830s and early 1840s, it had become possible for the Serbian authorities to issue a recommendation to the Belgrade tavern keepers’ guild not to let Turks into their taverns – not even to have a conversation with other patrons and certainly not as customers. This meant that they had no choice but to frequent Turkish (albeit numerous) taverns. A few years later, unprovoked attacks, beatings and even knifings by Serbs against Muslims began to occur occasionally, without the courts taking any action. The mutual distancing of members of both communities – Christian and Muslim – became increasingly apparent, and the complaints and incidents of their members more and more evident.16

By the 1840s numerous cases of maltreatment of Turks by Christians, primarily Serbs, were recorded. The usual targets were the members of lower social classes: military recruits (Tur. nizam), drinking fountain keepers, brickworks workers etc., and the perpetrators were both civilians and policemen. In these cases, the Serbian authorities often failed to respond in these cases and had been even known to ignore the pleas of the Turkish local commander.17 Newcomers from Rumelia seem to have been more antagonistic towards the Turks in Belgrade than the local population. Camil Pasha, the Belgrade vizier 1840–1842, complained to the Serbian authorities of frequent police mistreatment of Turks and suggested recruiting local Serbs into the police forces instead of foreigners from Rumelia (‘којекакви страни из Румелије, него овдашњи Срби’).18 Evidently, to the highest representatives of Ottoman authorities even the subjects of their own state could be foreign(ers).

Over time the majority Christian community began to increasingly abandon Muslim cultural models in favor of Central and Western European examples. However, the features of Western European culture in the way of dressing, eating and living, and particularly in organization and patterns of doing business were slow to spread in Serbia. Only Belgrade adopted European fashion and general way of life fairly early on, but these models were adapted and gradually transformed into a hybrid form of an Ottoman-European visual identity that would persevere until the 20th century.19

In the process of building their own identity and economic space, even the multicentennial masters – the Ottomans – could be seen as ‘domestic foreigners’ by the indigenous elite.20 Evidence about this usually refers to Turkish tradesmen, whom Serbian merchants were trying to suppress from the market. For example, in 1845 a draft regulation on guilds in Belgrade was meant to include shops, crafts and taverns, and all persons who engaged in these activities in Belgrade except ‘Turks and foreign subjects’. This meant that, in the eyes of business legislation, the domestic Muslim population was fully equated with foreigners, although Belgrade townspeople must have been aware that local Muslims were not foreigners and hence only foreign subjects were required to provide proof that they had legally left their homeland in order to be allowed to pursue their trade in Belgrade.21 In 1841 Turks were also considered foreigners in Negotin, where the county governor declared


20 All Muslims were considered Turks, regardless of if they were of Turkish ethnicity of not, with the exception of Gypsies. Sometimes other demonysms were used to refer to Albanians (‘Armauti’) or Bosniaks (‘Bošnjaci’), although the latter could also apply to Christians from Bosnia. Being an ethnic Gypsy was always the main mark of identity, regardless of the person’s faith (Muslim or Christian) (Б. Перунички, Управа вароши Београда, 38, 53; Бранко Перунички, Београдски суд 1819–1839, Београд 1964, 117–118, 185; Урош Шешум, Арбанаси у Поморављу 1815–1834, in: Алексинац и околина у прошлости, 500 година од првог писаног помена, 1516–2016, зборник радова са Међународног научног скупа одржаног 3. септембра 2016. године у Алексинцу, Алексинац 2016, 130–131; Живети у Београду, vol. 1, 484).

21 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска грађа за занате и еснафе, 268.
that unrests could potentially break out in the town and at the request of locals banned ‘Turks and foreign merchants’ from per-piece buying and selling of individual items. The central government, however, whatever the conflict might have been, instructed the local administration not to ban local merchants and especially Turks from selling their goods per-piece as they were not foreigners.22 Turks, i.e. Muslim merchants from other parts of the Ottoman Empire were also treated as foreigners: in the town of Jagodina, the members of the local guild of grocers asked the state authorities to intervene because some Turks and other merchants, from Vidin brought fish to sell in the town square. This request was made with the full support of the local authorities.23 Even some travel writers, such as Abdolonyme Ubicini, were clearly aware that ‘domestic Turks’ were seen as strangers in Serbia. Ubicini writes that in Serbia, in addition to Gypsy travelers, Muslims who lived in the urban areas of forts were also seen as foreigners; listing the population of the Principality of Serbia in 1863 (using 1859 data for these population categories), he includes the following into a separate category: ‘Sujets étrangers (musulmans et européens, 1859) 9,000’.24

The sudden drop in the economic power of the Muslim community in Serbia after the hatt-i sharifs of 1830 and 1833 and the economic rise of the Christian community led to a shift in the social position of Turks, who showed themselves unwilling to adapt to these altered societal circumstances. They failed to get involved in new business ventures and hardly changed their attitude to the Christian majority. It seems that they even widened the gap by trying to remain dignified in poverty by being disdainful of Christians, i.e. Serbs.25 However, some changes were made, especially in Belgrade, as this attitude of Muslim merchants and artisans as well as sipahi toward their Christian

22 Ibidem, 197.
23 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска грађа за занате и еснафе, 248.
neighbors seemed to some members of the Muslim community – Albanians (‘Arnauti’) as excessive tolerance. They believed that the ruthlessness, savagery and arrogance from the period of full Turkish control was the standard that needed to preserved in order to maintain their dignity and established customs: ‘Нисмо ми београдски спахије да те избит не смемо него сам ја Арнаут’, one of them declared during a conflict with a Serb.26

* *

The perception of Christian settlers from the Ottoman Empire as strangers and foreign subjects was abundantly clear and fairly widespread in Serbia. Merchants and craftsmen who lived in Serbia without their families were usually seen as foreigners, as evidenced by the way shopkeepers and artisans who had come from the Ottoman Empire were treated by the local authorities in 1836 in Jagodina, although they had shops in the local high street. In Šabac these settlers were referred to expressly and simultaneously as subjects of the Ottoman Empire and foreigners: ‘У месту Шабцу находит се неки страни житељи и подајници, који су дошли из Турске и занат свој непресечно раде као мутавџије и бардагџије’.27 In the eyes of the indigenous population, the subjects of the Ottoman Empire had the same status as the subjects of other European state – even if they had lived locally for twenty years, as in the case of the abovementioned artisans, or if they had lived in Serbia from 1800 or 1807 and owned real estate. They were treated as foreigners regardless of if they were of the ‘Eastern Christian’ or ‘Greek Orthodox’ faith, i.e. if they were Serbs, Greeks, or Aromanians (‘Cincari’).28
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27 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска грађа за занате и еснафе, 69–70, 535; У. С. Шешум, Србија и Стара Србија, 271.
28 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска грађа за занате и еснафе, 71–72, 562–563, 570–571. The differences between the ‘Eastern Orthodox’ and ‘Greek Orthodox’ faith began increasingly fading with the standardization of language and the rise of national literature, science and culture; Greek and Aromanian merchants, most of whom had
Even the settlers themselves were unsure if they were foreigners or natives. ‘Greek tavern keepers, who have their own land property, such as houses, taverns and inns, meadows, and who indeed pay their taxes here and do their state labor’ addressed the National Council in 1836 to ask if they were foreigners, since every six months they went home to Rumelia where their houses, wives and children were.29

To understand the processes of acculturation of ‘domestic foreigners’, it is important to note that the different perception of newcomers as foreigners was not based on their religious or national identity, but on a particular understanding of the legal status of foreigners (based on citizenship), and certainly the competition created by newcomers in the local economic environment. Hence in 1841 the draft of the textile merchants’ guild of Belgrade stated that any Christian – Orthodox or otherwise – could be admitted for training at their guild: ‘сваки без разлике христијанског вероисповеданија, који би у вароши Београду трговину учити и у болтаџијски еснаф наш за трговца ступити желио, моћи ће бити примљен, без да ће му се по изученију трговине и најмање препјаствије у том положити моћи, што није восточног вероисповеданија’.30

The status of an individual as a native or foreigner crucially depended on whether he had learned his trade in the same town where his status was being assessed and whether he belonged to a guild. Those who had been migrated from the Ottoman Empire, were Serbified (M. Bilig, Banalni nacionalizam, 57–60; M. Todorova, Imaginarni Balkan, 169, 302–303; Н. Мишковић, Базари и булевари, 270; Р. Љушић, Турско наслеђе у Кнежевини и Краљевини Србији, 279–280, 284; Васа Чубриловић, Београд – национално и културно средиште Србије у XIX веку, in: Ослобођење градова у Србији од Турака 1862–1867. год. Зборник радова приказаних на научном скупу Српске академија наука и уметности, одржаном од 22. до 24. маја 1967. год. у Београду поводом прославе 100-годишњице ослобођења градова, Београд 1970, 229). Aromanians are the most illustrative example of Serbification; they had settled in Serbia in the 18th or 19th century, mostly from other parts of the Ottoman Empire and many of them had become fully Serbified by the late 19th century (Душан Ј. Поповић, О Цинцарима. Прилози питању постанка нашег грађанског друштва, Треће издање са 30 слика и једном картом, Београд 2008. The Afterword to this book is also remarkably valuable for our discussion: Ненад Љубинковић, Студија Душана Ј. Поповића О Цинцарима – пре седамдесетак година и данас, 521–560).

29 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска срања за занате и еснафе, 532, 535, 537.
trained locally were already considered ‘domestic’ regardless of their religion, nationality or citizenship. The same applied to all members of the local town guild.31 This gave rise to a special consciousness that allowed the subjects of the Ottoman Empire and the Principality of Serbia to be occasionally treated as foreigners, as evidenced by the fact that ‘domestic’ tradesmen paid a lower admittance tax (ustaluk, majstoršag) than newcomers, and local apprentices had a shorter training period before they could become master craftsmen. Anyone who had not been trained locally or was not a member of the local guilds was more or less seen as a foreigner. In 1841 the guild members of Negotin even asked for subjects of the Principality of Serbia who came to the town during great religious feasts and opened temporary shops to be limited to wholesaling, as if they all came from abroad.32 The general regulation draft of 1846 was even more stringent. The authorities intended to levy additional taxes for doing business outside of one’s town of residence (essentially a kind of internal import tax) even on merchants who traveled the Principality selling their goods, as if they were foreign subjects.33 Although none of these proposals were included into the final version of the Guild Members’ Regulation of 1847, they clearly show that the view that only a local guild member was considered ‘domestic’ was still remarkably strong. Such views were anachronistic in a modern capitalist state.

Greek and Aromanian merchants and craftsmen who were members of local guilds were seen as natives for all means and purposes, although they had settled in Serbia relatively recently, mostly from Rumelia. Many of them had settled in the urban parts of the Pashalik of Belgrade after the Second Serbian Uprising, and established shared guilds with the Serbs. They were part of the Serbian town scene regardless of some noticeable differentiating features in their way of dressing, family life and doing business, and regardless of their ‘Greek’ rather than ‘Eastern’ Christian faith.34 However, newcomers

31 Since the pre-Uprising period, another necessary precondition needed to be met in order for an individual to be seen as a prominent or respectable member of the community – to be a native (Ханс-Михаел Мидлих, Патријархали менталитет као сметња државне и друштвене модернизације у Србији XIX века, Историјски часопис XXXVIII (1991) 116).
33 According to this regulation, outside of their town of residence guild craftsmen and tradesmen could only sell their goods on fairs; to be allowed to sell in other towns – and only on the designated market day (the weekly fair), all foreigners alike, except local townsman (‘сви без разлике странин, осим оноварована’) had to pay special taxes stipulated by the Regulation on Fairs of 1839 (Ibidem, 252, 273, 275).
34 Урош Шешум, Насељавање Србије у Првом српском устанку, в: Српски народ на Балканском полуострву од 6. до 20. века, ed. Славиша Недељковић, Ниш 2014,
from the Ottoman Empire – Greeks, Aromanians and Serbs alike, regardless of ethnicity – were seen as foreigners until they were admitted into a local guild. By joining a guild, in the eyes of local Serbian townspeople, the newcomer lost his foreigner status wherever he might have come from – the Ottoman Empire, Habsburg Monarchy, another European state or another part of the Principality of Serbia. Notably, the nationality of this new member did not have an important role.35

Depending on their personal decision, some settlers from the Ottoman Empire agreed to pay double taxes – to the Ottoman Empire and Serbia, in order to gain the status of a ‘native’.36 Settlers from the Habsburg Monarchy who were protected by the Porte’s international treaties generally refused these conditions.37 Local craftsmen saw newcomers as disloyal competition; however, their attempts to convince the state to levy more taxes on them failed and so they resorted to insisting on citizenship from the 1840s, which was also an important requirement for admission into civil service. In the mid-1840s, in a wide poll about the new guild regulations, an increasing number of guilds proposed to only accept citizens of the Principality into their ranks. However, the Guild Regulation of 1847 did include these requirements.38

From the mid-1830s the Serbian authorities seem to have been particularly intent on integrating newcomers and stipulated that foreigners or foreign subjects were ‘only those who had a passport issued by their relevant authorities’.39 This meant that all who had defected to Serbia and those who were unable to prove that their settlement had been legal automatically became citizens of Serbia. In 1837 the National Council decreed that all foreign subjects who owned shops, warehouses and taverns, or did business throughout the


35 These views support the theory of so-called infranational localism, which deems national consciousness too irrelevant for the needs of the modern state. This awareness was usually eradicated by the national state through language unification, education, culture and national ideology (Mirjana Prošić-Dvornić, Odevanje u Beogradu u XIX i početkom XX veka, Beograd 2006, 76–77; M. Bilig, Banalni nacionalizam, 53–54).


37 Протокол кнеза Милоша Обреновића 1824–1825, 32, 44–45.

38 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска грађа за занате и еснафе, 182; Уредба о еснафима, Зборник закона IV (1849) 86–92.

39 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска грађа за занате и еснафе, 532.
year had to pay taxes ‘wherever they might come from’ and all craftsmen and merchants who had settled from the Ottoman Empire were then registered as the domestic population.\textsuperscript{40} To facilitate the integration process, in 1846 Prince Aleksandar Karadorđević advised the authorities to grant Serbian citizenship to all craftsmen and merchant willing to accept it. However, the Ministry of the Interior had a much different opinion on the matter, suggesting that citizenship was to be granted only to those who could prove their commendable behavior before and after moving to Serbia regardless of how long they had lived in Serbia: ‘само они странци у поданство примају, о којима се достатачно уверење набави, каквога су они поведенија били пре и после доласка њиног у Србију, па ма колико времена овде живили’.\textsuperscript{41}

Settlers from the Habsburg Monarchy and other European states – mostly merchants and craftsmen, along with some professionals – were considered foreigners both in terms of their legal status and in the eyes of the Serbian community. They also underlined their status as foreigners and continually fostered a distance toward Serbian authorities. They refused to join existing guilds and work with local guild members, and often ignored calls from the Serbian authorities, believing that their rights and obligations could only be fulfilled through their own consulate. Serbian civil servants who had migrated from the Habsburg Monarchy (mostly Southern Hungary) seem to have acted similarly.\textsuperscript{42} This stance was met with so much antagonism in the ‘domestic’ community of Belgrade and frequent attacks against Austrian subjects that in

\textsuperscript{40} Ibidem, 583–586.
\textsuperscript{41} Ibidem, 78–79. Act 44 of the Civil Code of 1844 stipulated that a foreigner could be granted Serbian citizenship after having spent seven years in the Principality of Serbia (Законик грађански за Књажество Србско обнародован на Благовести 25. марта 1844, Београд с. а. [1844], 7).
\textsuperscript{42} Н. Христић, Мемоари 1840–1862, 180, 219–220; Ђ. Н. Лопичић, Конзуларни односи Србије, 87–88; Никола Вучо, Београдски еснафи у деветнаестом веку, Годишњак Музеја града Београда, vol. III (1956) 137, 141–142; Милорад Екмечић, Србија између Средње Европе и Европе, Београд 1992, 75; Живети у Београду, vol. 1, 191, 388; Е. А. Пејтон, Србија, 170; Ђуро Шурмин, Документи о Србији од 1842–1848, Споменик СКА LXIX, други разред 54 (1929) 40; Зборник закона I (1840) 241. The Austrian consulate was also responsible for settlers from the German states and the Swiss, because their domicile countries did not have treaties with the Porte (Живети у Београду, vol. 2, 77–78, 130).
1839 Prince Miloš issued a special decree to the Belgrade administration to try to prevent them.43

Serbs who had come to Serbia from the Habsburg Monarchy in the first half of the 19th century were mostly well-educated individuals who worked as civil servants ranging from diplomats to teachers. Of course, not all of them were highly educated. If they chose to stay in Serbia for a longer period of time, they usually took Serbian citizenship and lost their foreign legal status. However, in many aspects they continued to be seen as foreign elements, strangers or almost foreigners. They were often stigmatized as by the derogatory terms ‘Švabe’ (derived from the German Schwaben) or ‘Nemačkari’ since the local community saw them as exponents of the German/Austrian culture – almost as Germans rather than Serbs. This became particularly noticeable during the Ustavobranitelji (Defenders of the Constitution) period, when a strongly antagonistic climate towards people from German-speaking areas was created and Serbs from Serbia often demanded their expulsion from the country.44

By the late 1830s the central government began giving preferential treatment to the domestic population when selecting candidates for civil service, especially when they had the same level of education as foreigners or were applying to lower administrative positions. In 1839 the Regency of Prince Milan Obrenović issued guidelines for admission into civil service favoring local intellectuals and claiming that it was merely trying to amend the injustices that had been inflicted on the domestic population (whose wellbeing was its primary concern and duty) and that it was apprehensive about the process of enculturation. The decree stated that domestic candidates had a superior knowledge of the local people, customs and situation and, if they were equally competent, would do a better job than foreigners: ‘познавајући наше људе, наше обичаје и наша обстојатељста, при једнаким наукама боље од иностранаца усовершовати могли’.45 Newly settled clerks were believed to not only have failed to adapt to local customs but to have

45 Зборник закони 1 (1840) 232, 242; Зборник закони 30 (1877) 257; Лазар Ћелап, Поступак са аустројским поданицима у Србији у време кнеза Милоша и Уставобранитеља, Годишњак града Београда XIV (1967) 369; Јован Милићевић,
familiarized themselves with them. Prince Aleksandar Karadžordević’s decree of 1844 finally banned foreigners from civil service unless they took Serbian citizenship. A foreign subject could be hired only if the National Council and the Prince agreed to it; the new employee was given the status of a civil servant only after he had proven his competence; those who were already in the service of the state were asked to provide a ‘writ of release’ from their domicile country and to apply for Serbian citizenship; if they failed to do so, they lost their status.46 These requirements were later expanded to include all lower administrative positions and became increasingly stringent: the Law on Civil Servants of 1861 stipulated that foreigners could be hired into civil service only with the Prince’s authorization and only ‘under contract’, while the new law of 1864 reduced the contract to a period of three years. Propaganda against ‘foreign’ Serbs that initially targeted only those from German-speaking countries (‘Швабе’, ‘немачкира’) grew to include Serbs from other regions and countries.47

The growing antagonism towards ‘foreigners’ in civil service, especially among the youth educated abroad, were the result of their view that it was unfair to them that they were required to rise through the ranks from the lowest positions although they were just as qualified as ‘foreigners’ in high-ranking positions. This resentment was exacerbated by the intention of the Ustavobranitelji to destabilize Prince Mihailo, and after his abdication to neutralize their political opponents.48 The relations between educated settlers of Serbian ethnicity and local educated Serbs were mostly dependent on the processes of enculturation and acculturation of the social elite, since there were large social and cultural differences between these two groups, especially under the first Obrenović ruler. The differences between the elite and the ‘people’ were strongly emphasized in this period. Having received their education in a different cultural environment, newly settled Serbs spoke a different (Slavonic-Serbian) variant of the language; introduced a new, civil code of behavior and changes in the way of dressing, architecture, and home furnishings; had lavish

46 Зборник закона VIII (1856) 68–69. As early as 1836, Prince Miloš decreed that new settlers could not serve as priests (Ђоко Слијепчевић, Историја Српске православне цркве, vol. II, Од почетка XIX века до краја Другог светског рата, Београд 1991, 342).
47 Ј. Милићевић, Народне скупштине у Србији 1839–1843, 171; Зборник закона XIV (1862) 39; Зборник закона XVII (1865) 5; Constitution de la Principauté de Serbie. Annotée et expliquée par A. Ubicini, Paris 1871, 90.
48 П. Крестић, „Швабе“ или „немачкири“, 36–37, 39.
and opulent habits and lifestyles, which included frequenting theaters, balls; and disrupted traditional values in various ways. This led to misunderstandings and antagonism towards newly settled Serbs, especially in the first half of the 19th century, and gave rise to feelings of resentment among native Serbs towards Serbs born abroad („мрзе на стране, хотја рођене Србе“). Even the willingness of those who quickly adopted the local fashion did not do much to alleviate these differences and tensions.

In the new environment, living conditions were drastically different for newcomers from the Habsburg Monarchy, because even the highest-ranking civil servants had to be fully subordinated to Prince Miloš; demeaning and harsh sanctions loomed over their heads; and their living conditions were much less comfortable. However, they soon began building and furnishing their homes in the ‘German fashion’ and sought other ways to replicate as much of the living conditions in their former homeland as they could and at the same time rejected the cultural models of their new environment; hence, in the first half and middle of the 19th century, the processes of enculturation were more characteristic of well-educated Serbian newcomers. They could not or did not want to impose their own cultural model in the first half of the 19th century either in fashion or in other standards. Distancing and antagonism between the ‘imported’ and the ‘domestic’ cultural elite became very pronounced. However, great cultural differences between the educated elite and the indigenous population also affected the treatment of native intellectuals who
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50 П. Крестић, „Швабе“ или „немачкари“, 36–37, 39. О. Д. Пирх, Путовање по Србији у години 1829, 49, 158.

51 Бранислав Миљковић, Београд прве половине XIX века у делима књижевника, Годишњак Музеја града Београда, vol. III (1956) 216; Б. Куниберт, Српски устанак и прва владавина кнеза Милоша, 277; Тихомир Ђорђевић, Из Србије кнеза Милоша – културне прилике од 1815. до 1839. године, Београд 1922, 59–60; Коста Н. Христић, Записи старог Београђанина, s. a. s. l. [Београд 1923], 451.

52 Р. Љушић, Димитрије Давидовић, 59–60, 66–68.

53 С. Јовановић, Уставобранитељи, 60; О. Д. Пирх, Путовање по Србији у години 1829, 49, 158.

had received their education in Central and Western Europe. Upon their return to their fatherland they often encountered the same treatment as they failed to ‘adapt to their old environment, feeling alien and being received as strangers’. Vuk Stefanović Karadžić especially insisted that they ‘had even forgotten to think Serbian’. They were given a distinctive name – Parisians (parizlije). At the same time, the elite itself tended to critically judge cultural loans from the West, often deeming them excessive (admittedly, this criticism focused on the non-critical attitude to adoption rather than the mere process of loaning or adopting).

This local sentiment led to reactions both among newly settled ‘domestic foreigners’ and educated ‘returning foreigners’. Some were disdainful of their own people and cultural circumstances in Serbia, which – as noted by Lukijan Mušicki – sometimes verged on slandering the people. The gap between Serbs educated abroad and learned Serbs from Serbia began to decrease from the mid-19th century, but the gap between the elite and the ‘people’ endured. According to Jovan Deretić, this gap was particularly evident in literary realism, when the range of topics in Serbian literature became reduced to traditional forms of folk life, with marked apprehension towards the modern city and intelligentsia.

Jews were seen as foreigners based on very different premises. The Jewish community had a long history in Belgrade, as did the distance between the Serbs and the Jewish, as neither of these communities was interested in adopting the cultural models of the other. In 19th-century Serbia, the Jewish

---


56 Mušicki highlighted the emergence of ‘slandering authors’ who humiliated the people and believed it to have ‘the darkest of faults and not a single virtue’ (Ј. Деретић, Пут српске књижевности, 238).

57 Ibidem, 256.
community was mostly Sephardic. Although decimated during the Austro-Turkish War of 1788–1791 and especially the First Serbian Uprising, it recovered relatively quickly and during the first reign of Prince Miloš became the economically strongest community after the Turks (despite the fact that there were still many impoverished individuals among the Jews). However, native Jews were usually seen as ‘foreigners’ by the local community and even as antagonistic foreigners (they were often accused of being the reason behind rising real estate prices, although there was not that many of them).

Jews were the most compact and isolated group in Belgrade. The majority lived in a single city neighborhood, although they had shops in other parts of the town as well; they had their own municipality, which as not territorial but rather an ethnic/religious unit; they were governed by their own official; they never joined Serbian guilds or resolved their social problems in cooperation with the Serbian authorities – they took care of their own poor, school, synagogue, cemetery, and business dealings. And despite the unwillingness of the Jewish community to adopt the cultural models of the Serbian milieu in the first half of the 19th century, under Prince Miloš Obrenović Jews enjoyed the same rights as other subjects of the Principality of Serbia. Grateful for their aid in arms and supplies to the rebels during the Uprising as well as for help he had personally received from the Jewish community, Prince Miloš was harbored a sympathetic view of Jews.

As subjects of the Principality of Serbia, Jews were treated as members of the ‘domestic’ population. They paid the same taxes and municipal levies like other subjects of the Principality. However, in many aspects they were also treated as ‘domestic foreigners’. After Prince Miloš left Serbia in 1839,
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59 Н. Давић, М. Василјевић, Status Jevreja, 100; Б. Храба, Јевреји у Београду, 266, 284.


61 Живети у Београду, вол. 1, 248.
the native Serbian population began to call for suppressing Jewish influence in trade and artisanry. This was driven by purely economic reasons, because the Jewish community – skilled in many crafts and trade, were seen as competition to Serbian merchants and craftsmen. From the Ustavobranitelji period saw the introduction of the first anti-Jewish regulations. In 1839 they were banned from keeping their shops open on Sundays and on Serbian feast days; in 1841 from owning real estate and settling in the Serbian countryside; in 1844 from settling in Serbia (with the exception of those who had passports with their designated period of residence in Serbia). After many complaints and demands by Serbs – merchants from Šabac and Smederevo, in 1856 a decree was passed to ban Jews from living and owning property in the interior of the Principality, forcing many of them to move to Pest, Vienna, Paris and even to London and Palestine. Their position was briefly improved during Prince Miloš’s second rule in his effort to extend ‘freedom and wellbeing to the entire population of this country, regardless of faith and ethnicity’. In 1861 Prince Mihailo bowed to the pressure of Serbian merchants and issued a decree ordering the displacement of Jews from the interior of the Principality of Serbia and by 1865 local Jews were essentially banned from working in shops owned by Jews with other citizenships outside of Belgrade. In Belgrade, their property rights were limited to the township within the town moat and it was not until 1856 that they were expanded to the entire city of Belgrade and its outskirts. The legal discrimination of Jews gradually led to attacks against them in the press and eventually the British consul in Belgrade intervened to urge Prince Mihailo to suppress them. Based on these discriminatory laws, Jews in Serbia/ Belgrade were also ‘domestic foreigners’ – they were ‘natives’ because they were expected to abide by local laws, and foreigners because they did not enjoy full civil rights, with the exception of the brief period of Prince Miloš’s second rule and his decree on Jews, which suspended existing anti-Jewish regulations (1859–1861). Their attempts to prove to the authorities that they – ‘Евреји и поданици србски’ – had been unlawfully denied their constitutional and legal rights to equality, earning livelihood, and freedom to settle in the entire territory

62 Quoted in: И. Шланг, Јевреји у Београду, 81.
64 И. Шланг, Јевреји у Београду, 82–84; Небојша Поповић, Јевреји у Србији 1918–1941, Београд 1997, 18–20; See also: Никола С. Јовановић, О јеврејском питању у Србији, Београд 1879.
Discriminated in anti-Jewish laws and motivated by economic interests, Jews sometimes identified as foreigners – subjects of the Ottoman Empire or Habsburg Monarchy. In the 1854 population census, for example, 82 Jews renounced Serbian citizenship in favor of Ottoman. Turkish authorities in the Principality were willing to grant them Ottoman citizenship. Jews who renounced their Serbian citizenship on that occasion had indeed mostly come to Serbia from the Ottoman Empire (Vidin, Sofia, Thessaloniki, Bosnia, Herzegovina, or Albania), although some had moved from Vienna (Avram Jakov Eškinazi). However, some were from Belgrade, with three that had even been born in the city (David Ruso, Avram Farki, Isak Be Solomon), and yet they identified as foreign subjects (foreigners). This was not a new phenomenon. Fifteen years earlier, for the same reasons some Jews stated that they identified as Austrian subjects and even asked the Austrian consulate to officially grant them Austrian citizenship. Others claimed they were in fact Austrian citizens, although they were Serbian subjects; in a bid to avoid discrimination, others received foreign nationalities but kept their property in Belgrade (in violation of law), securing a status similar to modern dual citizenship. These actions suggest that a change of citizenship could be motivated by tax exemptions, especially when it served to avoid general discrimination; and on the other hand, that citizenship was relatively unimportant in building personal identity. However, renouncing Serbian citizenship does not seem to have been a widespread practice, since the Jewish population of Belgrade remained relatively stable. The fact that in 1850 Serbia closed its borders to Jewish émigrés from the Ottoman Empire at least partially contributed to this, and prevented a more noticeable growth in the number of Jewish foreigners.

Taxpayer status certainly played a major role in the perception of an individual as a foreigner or local, as evidenced by changes in self-determination and identification of Gypsies. By renouncing levies specific to their ethnic group and accepting general tax duties, in the first half of the 19th century...
Gypsies were included into the Serbian population body, at least in the case of Gypsy Christians (who were the majority). In 1822, Stanoje Jovanović, among others, was granted release from the Gypsy tax and Gypsy name and accepted into the ranks of Serbs („ослобођава од циганског арача и имена циганскога и ставља се у ред Србаља“) (authors’ emphasis).68 These allowed them to bear a ‘Serbian name’ and forbade anyone from referring to them as Gypsies and inviting them to Gypsy meetings.69 Later on, however, the ‘Gypsy name’ was no longer associated with taxpayer status. And although Gypsies were made equal to Serbs in terms of their tax status in 1853, their new tax status did not automatically make them Serbs. From the 1840s, the taxpayer status of Gypsies became dependent on their property and sedentary way of life. Owning property and adopting sedentism were seen as prerequisites for joining the taxpaying body of the Principality of Serbia, while selling property and returning to a traveling lifestyle led to changes in personal taxpayer status, i.e. reintroduction of the special Gypsy tax.70 This implicitly suggests that the willingness of the Serbian community to accept Gypsies as part of their own people had declined by the mid-19th century compared to the early years of the same century.

In the first half of the 19th century, natives in Serbian towns even saw some subjects of their own state as foreigners – both those from the suzerain

68 Т. Р. Ђорђевић, Архивска грађа за насеља у Србији, 27; Књажеска канцеларија, vol. II, Крагујевачка нахија 1815–1839, I, 1815–1827, ed. Радосав Марковић, Државна арива НР Србије, vol. V, book 1, Београд 1954, 164, 184–185; Јован Гавриловић, Речник географијско–статистички Србије, ed. Милорад Радевић, Београд 1994, 158. The fact that a change of taxpayer status was seen as a change of nationality is attested by the words of Prince Miloš, who refused to change the taxpayer status of a Gypsy whose father had already made use of this possibility. To justify his decision, Miloš stated that he adhered to the principle that a Serb should remain a Serb and a Gypsy should remain a Gypsy, adding that everyone should pay the tax determined by his nationality: „себи основание положио [сам], Србин да Србином свагда остане, а Циганин Циганином; кад га отац његов посрбио није, ја га заиста не могу, него свакиј онај данак да даје и кулук да чини ка којој нацији принадлежи“ (Протокол кнеза Милоша Обреновића 1824–1825, 59–60).


70 Живети у Београду, vol. 1, 275; Бранко Перунчић, Насеље и град Смедерево, Смедерево [1976], 680; Зборник закона VII (1854) 69–70. Like Jews, Gypsies were isolated in Belgrade and usually lived on the outskirts of the town, in Gypsy neighborhoods (Историја Београда, vol. II, 523 (V. Стојанчевић); Ž. Lebl, Do „konačnog rešenja“, 85).
Ottoman Empire and, in some circumstances, the subjects of the Principality of Serbia. Settlers from the Ottoman Empire were almost always seen as foreigners, as were some native groups (primarily Jews). Since the society of the Principality of Serbia had yet to become fully integrated, surprisingly nationality was not seen as criterion that determined if someone was a native. Those who were not members of a local guild in a town were more or less seen as foreigners, regardless of their citizenship and nationality. From the mid-19th century on, the status of a foreigner began to be increasingly identified with the status of a subject, particularly in hiring civil servants. The society remained divided based on cultural models, primarily the cultural differences between Turks and Christians or Jews and gentiles, as well as between educated newly settled Serbs and natives, and native Serbs educated in the West and their primary social milieu.

With the rise of the nation-state, standardization of language, national literature, science and culture, integration of subjects was implemented through the Serbification of culture, faith and population. Differences between native and newly settled Serbs increasingly faded, as did the gap between the ‘Eastern Orthodox’ and ‘Greek’ faith, with Aromanians and Greeks, most of whom had come from the Ottoman Empire, also Serbified. The notion of a ‘foreigner’ eventually came to be seen in the modern sense – a person who had come from another country, usually a member of a different nation. Only Jews remained ‘domestic foreigners’ with limited entrepreneurial and civil rights despite being subjects of the Principality of Serbia.
Бојана Миљковић Катић, Љубодраг П. Ристић
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Истраживањем процеса акултурације и енкултурације у Кнежевини Србији уочени су у варошкој средини прве половине 19. века различити степени прихватања дошљака или грађења дистанце према досељеним припадницима истог и другог народа. Пошто друштво још увек није било интегрисано, прихватање или дистанцирање није било у тешњој вези с националном припадношћу досељеника, као што би се очекивало. Потпуно прихватање обезбеђивало је једино чланство у еснафу. Сви који нису били чланови еснафа у матичној вароши били су за тамошњу чаршију у мањој или већој мери странци, независно од држављанства или националности. Иако је Кнежевина Србија била део Османског царства, поданици тог царства сматрани су такође странцима и у српској и у муслиманској средини.

Од средине века основ интеграције нађен је у држављанству, које је постало conditio sine qua non за бављење државном службом, а потом и у мекој асимилацији. Јачањем националне државе, јачала је и стандардизација језика, национална књижевност, наука и култура интегришући народ у нацију. Међусобна условљеност политике и јавног дискурса потенцирала је интеграцију поданика на основу србије културе, вере и становништва. У све већој мери брисана је разлика не само између староседелаца Срба и Срба досељеника, већ и разлика између „восточно-православне“ и „грчке“ вере, па су србизовани и цинцарски и грчки трговци досељени већином из Османског царства. Појам странац почео се разумевати у данашњем смислу речи – човек, најчешће припадник другог народа, који је дошао из друге државе. Само су још Јевреји остали „домаћи страници“, пошто су им до 1878. године била ограничена и пословна и грађанска права, иако су били поданици Кнежевине Србије.

**Кључне речи:** Кнежевина Србија, досељеници, „домаћи страници“, држављанство, акултурација, енкултурација.